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Planetary Boundaries
What? Why? And how?
Which product should I buy? A or
B? It’s difficult to say…

B

Can LCA answer the
question :
Is my product
sustainable?

A

Water Depletion

Global Warming

The current LCA approach is
relative and multicriteria

Normalisation and weighting
Normalisation and weighting: ISO compliant framework

1. Normalisation

2. Weighting

What is the magnitude of my product’s
impacts compared to a selected reference?

Which impact categories are the
most critical?

Z1 reference-equivalent in terms of Carbon Footprint

Carbon Footprint

X1 kg CO2 eq

Water Scarcity

X2 m3eq

Ecotoxicty

X3 CTUe

Eutrophication

X4 KgPeq /

Acidfication

X5 mol H+ eq

Z5 Eureference-equivalent in terms of acidification

Land transforamtion

X6 kg C deficit

Z6 Eurreference-equivalent in terms of land
transformation

Terrestrial
eutrophication

X7 mol Neq

Z7 Eurreference-equivalent in terms of terrestrial
eutrophication

Resource Depletion

X8 kg Sb eq

Photochemical
Ozone Creation

Z8 Eurreference-equivalent in terms of ressource
depletion

X9 kg C2H4

Z2 reference-equivalent in terms of water scarcity
Z3 Eureference-equivalent in terms of ecotoxicity
Z4 Eurreference-equivalent in terms of eutrophication

Single Score

Z 9Eurreference-equivalent in terms of photochemical
ozone creation
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Normalisation and weighting
Normalisation approaches and data sources

What is the magnitude of my product’s impacts
compared to a selected reference?
Normalisation values are the impacts of a reference system
• Internal normalisation
• Division by baseline (DBB)
• Division by maximum (DBM)
• Division by sum (DBS)
• External normalisation
• Global normalisation
• Production‐based, territorial systems
• Consumption‐based, territorial systems
• Other approach
Values from Bjørn
• Planetary-Boundaries
and Hauschild, 2015
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Planetary Boundaries
What? Why? And how?
Which product should I buy? A or
B? It’s difficult to say…

B

Can LCA answer the
question :
Is my product
sustainable?

A

Water Depletion

Global Warming

A is not sustainable, but B is!
LCA becomes absolute

Defining Planetary Boundaries and Carrying Capacities
How do we set Planetary Boundaries?
Carrying Capacity :The maximum sustained environmental
intervention a natural system can withstand without
experiencing negative changes in structure or functioning that
are difficult or impossible to revert.

International
goals

Environmental wellbeing standards

Scientific
literature
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Planetary Boundaries
Creating Normalization Factors

Determining the
Planetary Boundary :
What is the acceptable
limit?

Calculating the
carrying capacity :
What does the
planetary boundary
represent in terms of
emissions?

Defining the
entitlement : How
should we share the
carrying capacity?
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Planetary Boundaries
Global Warming
What is the acceptable limit?

Planetary Boundary
+2°C

The 2°C threshold has a high acceptance
as a policy target. However, a temperature
increase of 2°C will possibly lead to
irreversible changes.

What does it represent in terms
of emissions?

Personal allowance
985 kg CO2 eq/year

Current models (GEOCARB) estimate the
carrying capacity at around 5.91010 kg of
CO2/year

How do we share the cake?
Several approaches can be used :
Revenue, Volume, Importance,
Grandfathering.

Planetary Boundaries
Where are we?

Climate Change

Water depletion

POCP

Land use, soil erosion

Terrestrial acidification

Freshwater ecotoxicity

Terrestrial Eutrophication

Marine eutrophication

Freshwater eutrophication
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Planetary Boundaries
A Single Score Indicator?
• Using Planetary Boundaries
to develop a Single Score
indicator sounds tempting!

• It could however lead no
unexpected results….

B

B

A

A

log HC50’=min(log
n
EC50S)

A is the sustainable
solution!

Water Depletion

Global Warming

A is not sustainable,
but B is!

Planetary Boundaries
Limits and necessary developments
Limits

Solution

ILCD incompatibility.

Conversion factors in NR.

Assumes substitutability in carrying capacity.

Show disaggregated scores.

Absolute sustainability aspect lost.

Show disaggregated scores.

Assumes exceedance of all carrying capacity as Adjust WF based on, e.g. damage modeling.
equally bad.
Planetary Boundaries is a new methodology
that needs refinement

Continuous work

Some impact categories are not global issues,
but regional ones

Develop regionalized Impact assessment
methods and factors

Uncovered impact categories

References of acceptable impacts on human
health.
References on acceptable consumption for
non-renewable resources.
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Planetary Boundaries
From RESI to AESI
• Current environmental evaluation methods are
relative, the question answered is : “Is this product
better or worse than this one?”.
• These methods cannot answer the question “Is my
product sustainable”. Absolute Environmental
Sustainability Indicators (AESI) are needed

• Planetary Boundaries and carrying capacity are
the first step to AESI. But they are not enough
• The current method can help us determine our
personal allowance (Am I sustainable?) but does
not help us determine if a company is sustainable.
Sectorial allowances are needed to develop a
real AESI.
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